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A CHARACTERIZATION OF QF-ALGEBRAS

MANABU HARADA
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We have defined a new class of rings in [3] which we call self mini-injective
rings and we have noted that there exist artinian rings in the new class which
are not quasi-Frobenius rings (briefly QF-rings).

We shall show in this note that if a ring R is an algebra over a field with
finite dimension, then a self mini-injective algebra is a QF-algebra.

Throughout this note we assume a ring R contains the identity and every
module is a unitary right i?-module. We shall refer for the definitions of mini-
injectives and the extending property, etc. to [3].

Let K be a field and R a if-algebra with finite dimension over K.

Theorem 1 (cf. [3], Theorems 13 and 14). Let R be as above. Then the
following conditions are equivalent.

1) R is self mini-injective as a right R-module.

2) R is self mini-injective as a left R-module.

3) Every projective right R-module has the extending property of direct de-

composition of the socle.

4) Every projective left R-module has the extending property of direct de-

composition of the socle.

5) R is a QF-algebra.

Proof. R is self-injective as a left or right i?-module if and only if R is a
QF-algebra by [2]. In this case R is self-injective as both a right and left R-
module by [1]. It is clear from [3], Theorem 3 and Proposition 8 that 1), 2)
are equivalent to 3), 4), respectively. Hence, we may assume R is a basic al-
gebra by [4] and [6].

n

l)-»5). Let i ? = Σ (Beft be the standard decomposition, namely {e,} is a set
ί - l

of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents and eft^e^R if ίΦi'. Since R
is right self mini-injective, R is right QF-2 by [3], Proposition 8 and S(eft)^f
S(e^R) for ί Φ f by [3], Theorem 5, where S( ) means the socle. Now eft is
uniform as a right jR-module and so the injective envelope E(eiR) of eft is in-
decomposable. We put M*=Homκ(MyK) for a if-module M. Then E(eft)*
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is indecomposable and projective as a left i?-module. Hence, E{eifRfi^Re^
and E(eiR)^(Rei')*. From the fact E(eiR)^E(ejR) for *Φ;, a mapping π: i->ί'

n n

is a permutation on {1,2,—,n}. Accordingly, Σ[E(eiR): K]=*Σ[Re«U): K]

= [R:K]. Therefore, £ ( i ? ) = Σ ®E(eiR)=R.
The remaining part is clear.

In the above proof we have used only the facts that R is right QF-2 and
S(eiR)^S(ejR) if iφj. Hence, we have

Theorem 2. Let Rbe a K-algebra as above. If R is right QF-2 and S{eR)
^ρS{e'R) if eR^pe'R then R is QF, where e and er are primitive idempotents, where
J is the Jacobson radical of R.

Corollary. Let R be the K-algebra as above. We assume RjJ is a simple
algebra. Then R is a QF-algebra if and only if R is a right QF-2 algebra.

We note that the above facts are not true for right and left artinian rings
(see [3], Example 2).

Next we shall consider a characterization of a right artinian and self mini-
injective ring.

Theorem 3. Let Rbe a right artinian ring. Then the following conditions
are equivalent.

1) Ris self mίni-injective as a right R-module.
2) R satisfies
i) z/ eιR^e2R, any minimal right ideal in eλR is not ίsomorphic to one in e2R.
ii) there exists a minimal right ideal I contained in e1j

k (eiJk+1=0) such

that ΈndR(I)={a<=eJϊe1\aI^I}) i.e. End^J) is extended to Έnd^R) and
S(e1R)=e1Re1I for each eu where the e^ is primitive idempotent and S( ) is socle
and R=R/J.

Proof. l)->2). It is clear from [3], Theorem 5. 2)->l). The second
part of ii) implies that each minimal right ideal V in e±R is isomorphic to /.

We assume I^e2R and I=xR, I'—x'R. Then we may assume xe2=x and x'e2

=x'. We obtain from ii) that xr=xre2=^Σlyixri; y^ejie^ r{^Re2. Now

xrie-i=^xe2rie2=^xe2rie2. Since a mapping xz—>xe2r{e2z is an i?-endomorphism

of /, there exists an element a{ in exReλ with a^^xe^^ from ii). Hence, x'—
(Σlyiai)χz=bx, where b=^yiai. We quote the proof of [3], Proposition 9.
Since b Φo, x=b~ιx'. Put g(x'z)=xz; z^R. Let / be any element in

(/, / ') . Then gf^ΈndR(I). Hence, there exists a in exRex such that gf(x)=ax

by ii). Therefore, f(x)=g~\ax)=bax and / is extended to an elemant in EndΛ

(e.R). We know similarly that Endx(Γ)=Έ-1EndR(I)5={ϋέeJϊβ1\cΓ^Γ).
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Hence, /' satisfies ii). Let A G H O I Ϊ I ^ / ' , R) and /2=Σθ*,J2 . Let π{: R

e>R be the projection. If τrt/ίΦθ, eiR^eJl by i). We assume πih =

for ί = l , 2, •••, £ and hj=O for y>£. Since eJl^eiR for z^ί, there exists

Cj^eiRei and diEΞβiRei such that Cidi=eι and dici=ei. Using <f, and ciy we know

as above that any element in HomΛ(/', At(/')) is extended to an element in Horn^

{ejt, βiR) for ί < ί . Take^ t <=i? such that pix
f=hi(xr). Then Λ(#')=Σ **(*')=

(Σ^i)^'• Hence, i? is right self mini-injective by [3], Theorem 2.

REMARK. The above three conditions in Theorem 3, 2) are independent.

Corollary 1. Let R be α right αrtίnίαn and right self mini-injective. Then

R is a right QF-2 if and only if ΈnάR{I)=eιReι in ii) of Theorem 3.

Corollary 2. Let R be a right artίnian ring and e a primitive ίdempotent.

We assume that i) R is right QF-2, ii) any monomorphίsm of eRe into itself as a

division ring is ίsomorphίc for each e (e.g. algebraic extension of the prime field) and

iii) S(eR)^pS{e'R) if eR^e'R. Then R is right self mini-injective.

Proof. We may assume R is basic. Since S(eR)ZDeJk^0 (eJ
k+1=0), S(eR)

=ejk by i). Put S{eR)=uR. ejeudejk+1=^θ and so uR is a left ^-module.

We assume uR^e'R. Since R is basic, e'R=e/Re/. Hence, ue'Re'=uR.

Let x be in eRe. Then xu=uy; yξΞe'Re'. It is clear that the mapping %->y

gives us a monomorphism of the division ring eRe into e'Re' as a division ring.

Repeating this procedure, we can find a chain ey e', •••, e(t) of primitive idem-

potents. We know from iii) that e(s)=e for some s (cf. [3], the proof of Proposi-

tion 8). Hence, eReu=ue'Re' by ii). Therefore, R is right self mini-injective

by Theorem 3.

We do not know any example of a right QF-2 and right self mini-injective

ring which is not QF.
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